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FRIEDRICHS AND THE ATTACK ON PUBLIC EDUCATION 
1. THE CONTEXT PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS UNIONS CAST AS THE ENEMY OF REFORM A. POLITICIANS  B. FOUNDATIONS C. MEDIA 
2. THE FRIEDRICHS CHALLENGE TO STRONG TEACHERS’ UNIONS  A. Funded by Conservative Foundations B. The Amici C. Why CTA Was the Litigation Target  
3. MYTHS THAT CLOUDED THE SUPREME COURT ARGUMENT   A. Everything public sector unions bargain about is political. B. Friedrichs will not impact the private sector. C. Government unions will remain strong and effective if plaintiffs win D. Being an opt-out member now is difficult.  E. Friedrichs Should Be Viewed Differently From Other Public Employee Speech 
4. AFTERMATH OF FRIEDRICHS A. If plaintiffs win, labor peace and government effectiveness will be imperiled  B. If plaintiffs win, bargaining will be considered speech, which will open up a number of possible constitutional challenges from unions.  C. If CTA wins, there are still be challenges in the offing, but after three attempts (Knox, Harris, Friedrichs) perhaps Abood wlll be secure.  
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D. If CTA wins, their attempts to weaken teachers’ unions will also continue. 
5. CONCLUSION   A. Friedrichs is part of the right to work movement, but it may have the unintended consequence of encouraging more workplace constitutionalism on the left.    B. The future will likely be more than just weakened teachers’ unions, but also legislative attempts to retrench bargaining entirely.   
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